
Paul (Marlon Brando) in Last Tango in Paris is Clerici's precise opposite. He actively pursues not an 

entrance into, but an escape from, bourgeois life. In the pursuit he makes enormous errors, the creator of 

the film makes enormous errors, and this study of withdrawal into sexual anarchy becomes a male fantasy 

of a lunge for power and a desperate loss. But the mistakes of the film are only apparent as tracings beneath 

a powerful surface of rich images that attempt to articulate a web of despair. As in so many of the films we 

have been discussing, Bertolucci begins with the assumption that the contemporary world is, to a person of 

any sensitivity, a place of sadness and isolation, intractable to the spirit, resistant to intellect and emotions. 

The very first image of Last Tango (after the credits, behind which are portraits by Francis Bacon of 

distorted and anguished male and female figures) is a violent booming of the camera to Paul, who stands 

under the roar of the Paris Métro, hands over his ears, shouting, "Fucking God!" A middle-aged American 

in Paris whose wife has just violently killed herself, he is a figure of desolation, a heterosexual version of 

Fassbinder's Elvira, emotionally mutilated, his coherency destroyed. 

 

But unlike Elvira and, more important, unlike Clerici, Paul does not seek a fruitless conciliation with the 

destroying world. Instead he attempts to withdraw completely into anonymous, solipsistic sexuality, to live 

in defiance of societal order and ritual, the nicety of "relationships" and the conventions of romance. His 

partner is Jeanne (Maria Schneider), a young girl and erstwhile free spirit, willing at first to engage with a 

stranger; more ambivalent and confused as they go on. Both attempt to find a solace from the 

unconscionable demands of a bourgeois life. Paul was a wanderer in the world until he married Rosa, who 

owned a poor Parisian hotel that was little better than a whorehouse. He was her helper in proprietorship; 

he shared her with another man; he was, it is implied, sexually at her mercy; and his final humiliation was 

her suicide. Jeanne is the daughter of the French military middle class; her father fought against the 

Algerians in their war for independence. At the moment of her meeting Paul she is attempting to settle her 

own life by marrying Tom, a filmmaker, a hilarious parody of a New Wave film fanatic played by Jean-

Pierre Léaud, who parodies the persona he himself created in many a Truffaut and Godard film. 

 

The narrative of Last Tango is built from a series of confrontations and humiliations as Paul and Jeanne use 

each other to escape from a past and present made inescapable and inevitable by these very attempts to 

escape them. Paul tries to construct a sexual sanctuary for himself and Jeanne in an enormous flat in the 

Rue Jules Verne, a fantasy world bathed in shadow and golden light, where the only responsibilities will be 

to the penis and vagina. It will be a world of games and confessional and surrender of the self. Like any 

fantasy world, it does not hold up to the demands of reality, and whenever they leave their room, both 

become reabsorbed in the very demands they attempted to avoid. Jeanne's fiancé makes her into an object 

for his camera, turning their life into cinéma vérité. His superficiality is a direct (and perhaps too obvious) 

contrast to Paul's intensity and desire to deny any external impediments to what he regards as unsullied 

feeling and expression. For his part, whenever he leaves the room Paul is confronted by his immediate past 

and its refusal to yield to his comprehension. He has painful meetings with his mother-in-law and his wife's 

lover, Marcel, (both played by old neo-realist actors: Marcel by Massimo Girotti, who played the lover in 

Ossessione; the mother-in-law by Maria Michi, who acted in Rome, Open City and Paisan). Marcel wears a 

robe identical to one that Rosa gave Paul. He inhabits a small room, clipping newspaper items, chinning to 

keep himself fit. He shows Paul where Rosa clawed the wallpaper with her fingers in her unnamed and 

never-explained despair. "I wonder what she ever saw in you?" Paul asks him, misdirecting his inquiry. He 

does not understand that Marcel, isolated and withdrawn, chinning instead of fornicating, is his own mirror 

image. Later, confronting his wife's corpse decked out in hideous makeup in a room full of flowers, he is 

once again confronting himself, in a further attempt to understand his own subjectivity. "Who the hell were 

you?" he asks her. He says that during their life together he felt like one of her hotel guests. He curses her 

and asks her forgiveness, crying: "I'm sorry. I don't know why you did it. I'd do it too if I knew how. . . ." 

And he is called away by another of the hotel's "guests," a whore whose client he scares away, runs after, 

and beats up, as if he were attempting to relive or settle his past and deal violently with its sexual torments. 

 

Although Paul attempts to eradicate the violent enigmas of his wife and his past while in the room with 

Jeanne, all he can do is relive them, acting out his anger and self-hatred with her. Their sexuality is briefly 

joyous, and then cruel. Paul attempts to be a destroyer of bourgeois ideology, to grind into detritus the 

demands of propriety and manners, of self-importance, of sanctified relationships and the forced stability of 

families. He would like to see himself in fact as an atom smasher of the nuclear family, breaking its 

repressiveness and sanctified hypocrisy. He sodomizes Jeanne and forces her to repeat as he reaches 



climax: "holy family . . . church of good citizens . . . the children are tortured until they tell their first lie . . . 

where the will is broken with repression . . . where freedom is assassinated by egotism . . . the family . . . 

you fucking family. . . ." But his invective is contradicted by its physical form. Paul assaults the 

repressiveness of the family by assaulting another person; he attacks repression by being repressive 

himself. His anarchic violence against societal order is misdirected and finally as hurtful as that order itself. 

In his withdrawal, in his attempt to make Jeanne into an object of scorn and an echo of his own self-

loathing, he allows his emotional turmoil to turn into the very thing he wishes to destroy. The bourgeois 

love he professes to despise will soon become the love he wishes once more to experience. 

 

In neglecting to deal with Jeanne as a discrete individual, he neglects the consequences of her personality 

reasserting itself. In the sequences that follow Paul's attack on Jeanne's body and the body of the family, a 

number of significant events occur. We see Jeanne and Tom acting for Tom's cameras in a boat. He tells 

her he will marry her and places about her neck a life preserver with the name "L'Atalante" printed on it. 

She immediately throws it overboard and it sinks like a shot. L'Atalante is the name of Jean Vigo's 1934 

film of strained lyrical romanticism, which carries with it an aura, a legend perhaps, of fragile beauty by a 

fragile artist who died before it was even released. The work carries as well some of the seeds of Last 

Tango itself in its exploration of the romantic couple, the education of a young girt by an old man, its 

melodrama of love lost and rediscovered, Jeanne's act of throwing overboard the life preserver with its 

sacred name proclaims the death of romantic fantasy. Paul attempts to destroy and then revive conventional 

romance, without success; Jeanne consummates its end by destroying Paul and embracing the security 

offered by Tom. Bertolucci cuts from the sinking life preserver to Jeanne's mother beating the dust from her 

late husband's military jacket on the balcony where Jeanne will eventually shoot Paul. Jeanne puts on the 

father's uniform, looking every bit like a depraved Shirley Temple. The very family Paul attempted to curse 

out of existence is reincarnated before our eyes as daughter and father merge before the mother, herself 

startled by the transformation. 

 

When Jeanne returns to Paul he practices his last bit of humiliation and self-abasement. He torments her 

with a dead rat on their bed. She tells him she is in love with someone, and Paul accuses her of seeking an 

impossible security. He has her thrust her fingers up his rectum as he curses her and reviles himself, 

demanding she confront death to free herself of loneliness. This act precedes the sequence in which Paul 

visits the corpse of his wife, and the structure of events forms a narrative pattern of Paul's fall and Jeanne's 

ascent. When Paul is gone she is momentarily distraught and lonely, and invites Tom to see the apartment 

that has, until now, been inviolate. Inside they talk of marriage and children (she will name a boy Fidel, he 

will name a daughter Rosa—after Rosa Luxemburg, though, ironically, Rosa was the name of Paul's wife), 

Bertolucci treats the invasion of the sanctuary from a distance. The apartment seems huge and cold. Jeanne 

and Tom's discussion of becoming adult and acting serious sounds ridiculous within that space where Paul 

attempted to recover from the wounds of adulthood. They decide the apartment is not for them. 

 

The apartment is for no one. It was all along an imaginary space, with golden light and strange, draped 

objects, guarded over by a concierge who laughed maniacally. It was an expression of Paul's fantasy and 

purgation. Once entered by someone else, it is just a huge ugly place. And once Paul encounters Jeanne 

outside it, the privilege it offered him, the sanctuary from polite middle-class manners and discourse, 

vanishes. Back in the world with Jeanne, Paul becomes reinfected by the romantic disease he attempted to 

cure in the quarantine the apartment offered. The dance hall they visit in the film's penultimate sequence 

offers images of paralyzed, polite sexual ritual, sterile, decorous, and bizarre. It is too much for Paul, who 

bares his backside to the offended judges of the last tango. But it is more than his ass that he bares; he 

makes the mistake we least expect from him, and bares his soul to Jeanne. He announces his love and asks 

to live with her. "In your flophouse?" she asks. "What the hell difference does it make if I have a flophouse 

or hotel or a castle? I love you. What the fuck difference does it make?" It is a question that echoes back 

through every romantic melodrama ever filmed, the lover's statement that should (and in those films usually 

does) transcend every reality: "I love you. What difference does anything else make?" Of all the moral 

frauds committed by the movies, this stands among the greatest. That Paul falls for it only emphasizes the 

difficulty of overcoming its seductiveness and indicates how much emotional need falls into pre-established 

patterns. The absurdity of his statement is emphasized by the response of the outraged judges of the dance 

contest to his excuse for his indecorous behavior. "It's love," he tells them. "But it's a contest," a judge 

responds. "Where does love fit in? Go to the movies to see love." 



 

Fassbinder once wrote, ". . . I am more convinced than ever that love is the best, most insidious, most 

effective instrument of social repression ." The romantic love ritualized and stereotyped by film demands a 

hierarchical order. One member of the couple, most often the male, takes control, the other a relatively 

passive role. The stereotype demands as well that certain culturally prearranged moves occur. Love leads to 

marriage, which leads to the construction of a family, which removes itself from wider contact with the 

society. The exclusivity of the couple and the demands upon it to raise children, to work, to consume, 

recapitulate and further the order of society. Individuals are removed from ' concern for the operation of 

society and locked into a concern for the operation of the family. Within the family, the larger repressive 

modes of the culture are mirrored, and hierarchies, rules, restrictions are taught, practiced, perpetuated. The 

love that Paul and Jeanne first attempt to practice seems to deny this process. Though a withdrawal, it is an 

anarchic one, seeking to reject the recapitulative roles society demands. When Paul decides to break this 

pattern and impose the established one, Jeanne refuses. She has decided already to give herself over to 

those demands with Tom, for whom she is an object to be filmed. 

 

Tom is as domineering, in his own way, as Paul; but it is a safer domination. The humiliations he inflicts on 

Jeanne are of a lesser order and not as physically or emotionally threatening. Jeanne's reactions to Paul's 

proclamations of love are panic and violent refusal. While she entertains his aggressive introspections in 

the anonymity of their apartment as a kind of adventure, once that aggressiveness is put at the service of a 

public proclamation of "normal" love, it is Jeanne's turn to withdraw. She indulges in her own final, 

anarchic, "anti-social" gesture and masturbates Paul while they sit at a table in the dance hall, an act of 

rejection and farewell, which Bertolucci emphasizes by having his camera arc around them and pull away, 

leaving them surrounded by empty tables.28 Jeanne leaves and Paul pursues her to her mother's apartment. 

His new-found romantic litany continues: "I ran through Africa and Asia and Indonesia and now I found 

you. And I love you." He asks her name for the first time (anonymity was one of the games they played in 

the apartment) and as she tells him she shoots him with her father's gun. Paul staggers out on the balcony, 

calls out, "Our children . . . our children," places his chewing gum under the balcony railing, and dies in a 

fetal position. (The placing of the gum is one of those fine Brando gestures, the kind that details a character 

and inflects a sequence; it is so outstanding that Bertolucci remembered it, and in Luna had a character 

"find" the wad of gum under a balcony railing, commenting, "Jesus Christ, he leaves his gum all over the 

place.") 

 

During the final confrontation, Paul has put on Jeanne's father's military cap, assuming, momentarily, the 

guise of the kind of figure most repugnant to him. The gesture calls forth a Freudian reading—and beyond 

that a mythic one—suggesting that Paul assumes, despite himself, the role of father, the dominating, 

destructive male ruler. Jeanne's killing him could therefore be interpreted as transcending the local narrative 

to become a kind of ritual destruction of the Fisher King. Francis Ford Coppola attempts to recreate just 

such an archetype in Apocalypse Now when he has Willard cut down Kurtz (Marlon Brando again) and 

recycle the pattern of rule. But such a reading overgeneralizes Last Tango. It is clear that Paul does expand 

from the lost, desolate, diminished figure he is at the beginning of the film to a man confident enough to 

want to re-establish the pattern of domesticity that almost destroyed him in the first place. That his 

reassertion of dominance scares Jeanne is clear; she kills Paul because he is too overpowering, the way her 

father was; the way fathers are. But Paul also kills himself. The rush of melodrama that carries his renewed 

romantic emotions sweeps away the memory of what his past romantic emotions did to him. That he begins 

talking like the eternal film lover—"I ran through Africa and Asia and Indonesia and now I found you. And 

I love you"—is too much for Jeanne, the film, or the viewer to bear. The reestablishment of romantic 

discourse is the most comforting thing in the film, but it breaks into a context that has been contradicting 

that discourse and parodying it. The sudden appearance of that discourse demands a violent reaction. It is 

not too far fetched to say that it is the film that kills Paul, eliminates him for making the mistakes it has 

been trying to expose. 

 

This reading has attempted to save the film, and perhaps makes it more insightful than it really is. Godard 

removes his Paul from Masculin-féminin quietly, as an absence. We do not see his death. His absence, like 

his presence, is a complex of personal and social confusions, a sign of his inability to find a model through 

which to perceive his world and avoid succumbing to it. Bertolucci's Paul does discover a model—romantic 

passion—and it undoes him with a violence that assures a passionate response from the spectator and runs 



the risk of deflecting us from the larger concerns of the film. Last Tango is a conflicted work; looked at 

with some dispassion, we find that it never does depart very far from the romantic model that Paul so fully 

embraces at the end. Formally, Bertolucci creates a design of such sumptuous movement and grace (as 

opposed to the cool and distant observation in Masculin-féminin) that our perceptions are directed into the 

soul of Paul even more than they are into the tortured hearts of many other sufferers in film fiction. In a 

word, we are asked to identify with Paul to the exclusion of everyone else in the film, Jeanne most 

particularly. Last Tango is, simply put, a sexist film, in which the emotionally tortured man is allowed to be 

the focus of our sympathies, and the woman given the role of object through which he can work out his 

sorrow and destroyer when his sorrow turns to affection for the object. There is no question that Last Tango 

is a political film that examines sexuality and domesticity as part of the order of culture, seeing them as 

reflecting the repression and brutality of that order. There is a great question, however, as to whether 

Bertolucci has great success in clarifying the connections, in seeing exactly how intimate relations mirror 

larger struggles for power and domination in the manner of Godard or Fassbinder. 

 

There is no real indication that he is aware that, even in their withdrawal from the world, Paul and Jeanne 

are mirroring the same dominant/passive roles of the world at large. Put another way, Bertolucci and 

Brando (who is very much responsible for the character, which was originally meant to be played by Jean-

Louis Trintignant) are deeply concerned with the wounding and eventual destruction of the male by the 

vagaries of female emotions. The abuse given to the character of Jeanne can be seen as a way of taking 

revenge for the damage allegedly caused by those emotions. Jeanne is most closely associated with the 

destructive order. Riot police are on the streets when we first see her, and her donning of her father's 

uniform completes the association that is climaxed when she kills Paul with her father's gun. There is only a 

glimmer of an awareness of the male responsibility in the destructive process (aside from the generalized 

and ghostly figure of the father). In one sequence, Jeanne, nude, goes through the pockets of Paul's clothes 

and pulls out a razor. It is a moment when the audience is tantalized in a Hitchcockian manner. We know 

that Rosa killed herself in a violent and bloody way; we have seen the bloody bathroom. It is not clear 

whether the razor is the suicide weapon, but Jeanne's finding it in Paul's pocket makes it clearly 

threatening, particularly because she is naked (the image of a naked woman and a razor or knife is a central 

film icon of misogyny). This sequence of discovery is built up in such a way as to suggest that Paul is a 

physical danger to Jeanne, a suggestion that is carried through later in the sequence when we see Paul 

stropping the razor so that he can shave with it, while in the foreground of the shot, we see Jeanne's nude 

torso. Nothing further happens, as far as the razor is concerned (although Jeanne does ask, half in jest, 

whether he is going to cut her up). But in this same sequence Jeanne says that Paul hates women. His 

response immediately diverts this crucial insight and puts us back on his side: "Well, either they always 

pretend to know who I am, or they pretend that I don't know who they are. And that's very boring." 

 

Whenever possible, responsibility is removed from Paul, and this allows unacknowledged tensions to 

develop in the film's crucial arguments. Bertolucci understands that the agonies of romantic love are 

reflections of the patriarchal order, but he has difficulty creating a female character who might provide a 

response to that order. Jeanne accepts it as a given; Paul suffers from its burden but cannot shake it off. The 

difficulties Bertolucci has in clarifying this social-sexual political complex diminish the film, which is a 

pity, for Last Tango deals with the intensities and complexities of heterosexuality with less exploitation and 

more passionate analysis than almost any other film. That the analysis falters on Bertolucci's inability to 

structure a female response to sexuality and the emotions that surround it that is equivalent to the response 

of his male character should not come as any surprise. No male filmmakers are able to do this. Bertolucci 

sees the oppressive structure of the culture at large and the destructive powers of the romantic myth; but he 

cannot quite link them, and no matter how clearly he sees the threat of male domination, he seems unable to 

rid himself of the old notion that woman is the ultimate destroyer. Neither can he rid himself of a certain 

melodramatic intensity. Last Tango sheds most of the modernist accoutrements that allow Spider's 

Stratagem and The Conformist to negotiate with the audience an understanding of the intricate relationships 

of consciousness and history. Both of those films dealt with fascism as a counterpoint between historical 

circumstances and individual perceptions of and reactions to those circumstances. The fascism dealt with in 

Last Tango is muted and removed, present only in the ghost of the father and the idea of societal repression 

that looms over Paul's withdrawal from the world and his reentry into it as a reborn, and therefor doomed, 

romantic. 

 


